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Abstract: We present a novel method for underground cavity detection using cross-borehole ground-penetrating radar (GPR). Modeling the soil-cavity system as a filter allows us to estimate the group dispersion of the GPR signal induced by propagation through a cavity. We adopt a hypothesis-testing approach based on the observed group dispersion and propose a method which allows us to detect cavities with high probability. The proposed method is validated on both simulated and real measurements. Geologic clutter that causes conventional methods to fail has negligible impact on the efficacy of the proposed method, and the proposed method may be combined with conventional methods to provide a more robust and effective cavity-detection solution.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a novel method to detect underground cavities using cross-borehole ground-penetrating radar (GPR). The problem of detecting underground cavities has been considered since before the Common Era, yet it remains relevant to this day [1]. Electromagnetic methods, and ground-penetrating radar in particular, have been shown to perform particularly well on this problem [2,3]. Cross-borehole GPR has been used since at least the 1980s [4,5] and continues to be an effective cavity-detection solution today [6].

Cross-borehole GPR measurements generally fall into one of two classes. In zero-offset profiling (ZOP), the transmitter and receiver are raised or lowered through the boreholes together, such that while measurements are taken over a variety of depths, the transmitter and receiver are always at equal depths. In multiple-offset gathers (MOG), the transmitter and receiver sample every pair of depths—for each depth at which the transmitter transmits, the receiver measures the received signal at every depth. In this paper, we focus on cavity detection using ZOP measurements. Note, however, that features which are successful for detection using ZOP measurements are often adapted to compute tomographic inversions on MOG measurements (for instance, the travelt ime used on the ZOP problem in, e.g., [4] is used to compute tomographic inversions in [7]; the authors of [8], among others, consider using for tomography the attenuation considered in, e.g., [4]).

The vast majority of cavity-detection methods appear to be based around traveltime (e.g., [4,7,9–11]). An earlier arrival of the signal at the receiver suggests that the signal passed through a cavity, as an electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates more quickly in air than it propagates in soil.

Other cavity-detection methods are based upon the total electric field or its magnitude at the receiver. Examples of such cavity-detection methods can be found in [4,12–14]. An EM wave is not attenuated while propagating through a cavity as it is while propagating through soil—as is well known (see, e.g., [15]), the attenuation constant $\alpha$ vanishes in media with zero conductivity. However, energy will generally be lost when a portion of the wave is reflected away from the receiver at the soil-cavity interface, and in practice this effect tends to dominate. The fact that these two effects influence the total received energy in
opposing directions may render this feature more difficult to use effectively. In many cases it is also difficult to accurately measure the received energy [8].

Full-waveform inversions (FWI) [16–20] and machine learning techniques [21,22] have both been increasingly applied to GPR problems in recent years.

When GPR is applied from the surface, it is sometimes possible to detect cavities using the phase reversal of the reflected wave, as shown in [23,24]. This technique cannot be used effectively in cross-borehole GPR, as the measurements received consist predominantly of the transmitted wave, rather than the reflected wave. When the suspected cavity is shallow, surface GPR may have the advantage of not requiring boreholes. Deeper cavities, however, are generally not detectable by surface GPR; in these cases it may be necessary to use borehole GPR [25].

The use of time-frequency methods is proposed in [26,27]. Similarly, Kim and Kim [28] use simulations to exhibit the dispersion induced in a GPR signal by propagation through a cavity. While different sources use the word “dispersion” to refer to a variety of phenomena, in this paper the word “dispersion” is always taken to mean the dependence of wave velocity on frequency.

Propagation through soil has a low-pass filter effect on the spectrum of EM waves. This low-pass effect was used for general cross-borehole GPR problems in [8] and was applied specifically to the cavity-detection problem in [29]. In this paper, we use a model of the soil-cavity system equivalent to that used in [29] to find the low-pass effect and show that this model also predicts group dispersion. Additionally, the technique used in this paper to find the “background” dispersion is similar to that used in [29] to find the background magnitude spectrum.

One especially intriguing cavity-detection method is proposed in [30]. They attempted to detect an underground cavity using ZOP measurements by searching for depths where the wave exhibits an anomalously low traveltime, but found the traveltime anomaly at the depth of the cavity to be small and difficult to detect. When, however, they applied the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to the signal received at each depth, they found that the early arrival of the components of the signal centered at 40 MHz at the depth of the cavity was easily discernable. The partial explanation of this phenomenon offered by [30] is that at 40 MHz, the half-wavelength in the background medium is approximately equal to the width of the cavity, though it is still unclear exactly how this leads to the effect observed.

In the following section we model the propagation of an EM wave through the soil-cavity system and show how the cavity induces group dispersion. Significantly, we show that in the soil-cavity system studied by [30], the group delay will have a minimum almost exactly at 40 MHz, possibly providing a more complete explanation for the phenomenon they observed. We also demonstrate the efficacy of dispersion-based cavity detection. In Section 4, we motivate and describe our cavity-detection method, and in Section 5 we validate our method on both simulated and real GPR measurements. In Section 6, we discuss our method and show it to be robust to the effects of borehole drift. Finally, we conclude and offer directions for future research.

The problem of detecting cavities in general is overly broad. In this paper, we limit our treatment to cavities which are significantly extended in the direction perpendicular to the line connecting the two boreholes and which have a width of around a meter or two. These are the types of cavities which have been considered in [4,9,13,27,28,30–32], among many others. We do not expect our treatment to be valid for detecting small fractures, where diffraction effects might dominate, or for detecting large caverns. These types of cavity-detection problems require their own treatment, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Modeling the Group Delay

Let us assume that the GPR signal can be modeled as a plane wave, and that diffraction at the edges of the cavity can be neglected. Then at a depth at which a cavity exists, the situation is as shown in Figure 1. The wave travels a distance $s_1$ from the transmitter to
the soil-air interface, the portion of the wave transmitted across the interface travels a further distance $a_1$ to the air-soil interface, and the portion of the wave transmitted across the interface travels a further distance $s_2$ before arriving at the receiver. At each interface a portion of the wave is also reflected. Note that the transmitter and receiver boreholes themselves are not modelled, as the diameters of the boreholes are assumed to be much smaller than the smallest non-negligible wavelength of the GPR signal; additionally, at the depth of the measurement the transmitter and receiver boreholes are mostly filled not with air but rather by the antennae themselves. In [29], equations were written for the waves $v_0, v_1, v_2$, and $w_1$, allowing them to solve that if $v_0 = A_0 e^{j\omega t}$, then

$$E_{rc}(t) = \frac{A_0 t_{sa} a_1 e^{-jka_1} e^{-\gamma (d - a_1) t}}{1 - r_{as}^2 e^{-2jka_1}}. \quad (1)$$

where $E_{rc}$ is the wave at the receiver borehole, $\gamma$ is the propagation constant, $k = \frac{\omega}{c}$ is the wavenumber of the wave in free space, $d = s_1 + s_2 + a_1$ is the distance between the boreholes, $t_{sa}$ and $t_{as}$ are the coefficients of transmission from soil to air and from air to soil, respectively, $r_{as}$ is the coefficient of reflection from air to soil, and $j = \sqrt{-1}$ is the imaginary unit. A perhaps simpler way to arrive at the transfer function is to model the soil-cavity system of Figure 1 as a filter, as in Figure 2. Note that the transfer function of this linear system is defined to be the ratio of the frequency-domain signal measured at the receiver borehole to the frequency-domain signal applied at the transmitter borehole. It can be seen that the transfer function of the “Cavity” filter is given by

$$H_c(j\omega) = \frac{H_1 H_2 t_{sa} a_1 e^{-j\omega a_1 \tau}}{1 - r_{as}^2 e^{-2j\omega a_1 \tau}}. \quad (2)$$

where $H_1$ is the transfer function modeling the effect of propagation through the distance $s_1$ of soil and $H_2$ is the transfer function modeling the effect of propagation through the distance $s_2$ of soil. If we substitute in $H_1 H_2 = e^{-\gamma (d - a_1)}$ and multiply by the assumed applied signal of $A_0 e^{j\omega t}$, we recover (1), showing that (2) is a slight generalization of (1).

Note that (2) does not assume any dispersive properties of the soil, and certainly not of the cavity. Rather, assuming only that the wave is delayed by propagation across the cavity (modeled by the $e^{-j\omega a_1 \tau}$ terms) and that the wave is reflected at the air-soil interfaces (modeled by the $r_{as} \tau$ terms and the feedback), (2) shows that the soil-cavity system will have dispersive properties.
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**Figure 1.** An EM wave propagates across a cavity between two boreholes. The wave is reflected at every interface.
Figure 2. The propagation of an EM wave across soil that either does or does not contain a cavity, modeled as one of two filters.

It will be convenient for us to rewrite (2) in terms of $H_{nc}(j\omega)$, the transfer function modeling propagation of the wave through the soil when no cavity is present. Assuming that the possible cavity has small width, we approximate $H_{nc}(j\omega) = H_1 H_2 e^{-j\omega a_1 v_{const}}$—that is, we assume that the wave propagates through the distance $a_1$ of soil at the speed $v_{const}$ regardless of frequency and suffers only negligible attenuation while doing so. This approximation allows us to rewrite (2) as

$$e^{-j\omega a_1 v_{const}} H_c = t_{sa} t_{as} e^{-j\omega a_1} - t_{sa} t_{as} e^{-2j\omega a_1} H_{nc}. \quad (3)$$

We now consider the group delay contributed by propagation through the cavity

$$GD_{cav}(\omega) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \arg \left( \frac{t_{sa} t_{as} e^{-j\omega a_1}}{1 - r_{sa}^2 e^{-2j\omega a_1}} H_{nc} \right). \quad (4)$$

Approximating the Fresnel coefficients $t_{sa}$ and $t_{as}$ as real constants independent of frequency, and setting $r_{sa} = -0.5195$, we can plot $GD_{cav}(\omega)$ for a two-meter-wide cavity, which was the width of the cavity studied in [30]. The resulting plot is shown as Figure 3. Note that the group delay has a minimum almost exactly at 40 MHz. This may better explain the result found in [30], where using the STFT to examine the components of the GPR signal centered at 40 MHz rendered it possible to detect the early arrival of the GPR signal at the depth of the cavity.

In practice, the transmitter and receiver must be close to one another, otherwise the GPR signal will be too attenuated by the time it arrives at the receiver to be detectable. The possible cavity may also be close to the transmitter or receiver. This being the case, it is not clear that it is valid to treat the wave as a plane wave.

To check the validity of (4) in realistic scenarios, we used GPRmax [33,34] to twice simulate GPR measurements in homogeneous soil with a relative permittivity of 10 and conductivity of 0.002 S/m—the parameters given by [35] for both “Dry, sandy coastal land” and “Rocky land, steep hills”. In one of the simulations we added a two-meter-wide cavity, containing only free space, which was both long and tall enough to prevent diffraction of the wave around the cavity. The wave impinged on the cavity at normal incidence. In both cases the transmitter and receiver were separated by 6.8 m and the source wavelet was a derivative of the Gaussian function centered at 30 MHz.

Taking the refractive index $n$ of the soil to be $n_2 = \sqrt{10}$ and then applying the Fresnel equations to find the coefficient of reflection between free space and the soil, we find $r_{sa} = \frac{1 - n_2}{1 + n_2} = -0.5195$, so our model predicts that the cavity will induce the group delay shown in Figure 3. To find the group delay induced in the measured signal, we measure
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left[ \arg(X_{\text{cav}}(\omega)) - \arg(X_{\text{no cav}}(\omega)) \right], \]
where \( X_{\text{cav}}(\omega) \) is the Fourier transform of the signal which propagated through the cavity, and \( X_{\text{no cav}}(\omega) \) is the Fourier transform of the signal which did not pass through a cavity. Measured in this manner, we would expect agreement only up to an additive constant; this is not problematic as we in any event intend to measure only the dispersion induced by the cavity and not its effect on absolute traveltime.

**Figure 3.** The group delay contributed by propagation through a two-meter-wide cavity when \( r_{as} = -0.5195 \), as predicted by our model.

The measured group delay, along with the signals’ magnitude spectra, are shown in Figure 4. The group delay predicted by (4) is far from a perfect fit, but it does seem to be a “qualitative fit”—the predicted and measured group delays have maxima and minima of approximately the same magnitudes and at approximately the same frequencies. Note that at the highest and lowest frequencies, where the fit is quite poor, the simulated signal has little energy; it seems likely that at those frequencies the signal is mostly numerical noise.

**Figure 4.** The group delay contributed by propagation through a two-meter-wide cavity, found using simulated measurements, and the magnitude spectra of the two simulated signals. Note that the results are expected to agree with those shown in Figure 3 only up to an additive constant.
The simulation was then repeated, but the cavity’s height was limited to two meters. The magnitude spectra of the signals and the group delay induced by a cavity are shown in Figure 5. As expected, the fit has degraded from that shown in Figure 4, but it still seems to be a “qualitative fit.” It seems that this fit is more than sufficient for us to use as the basis of hypothesis testing; additionally, we expect that the deleterious effects of diffraction will be “averaged out” if we measure the signal which passes through a cavity at multiple depths relative to the top or bottom of the cavity.

Figure 5. The group delay contributed by propagation through a cavity, found using simulated measurements, and the magnitude spectra of the two signals. The cavity and soil were identical to those used in Figure 4, other than that the height of the cavity was limited to two meters, thus allowing the wave to diffract around the cavity. Note the slight change in scale from Figure 4.

3. Motivating Dispersion-Based Cavity Detection

Consider the two ZOP profiles shown in Figure 6. The profiles were taken using adjacent pairs of boreholes at a test site characterized by stratified sedimentary rock. Specifically, the test site was located in a geological formation whose strata consist of chert, chalk, limestone, and dolomite. The boreholes used to measure the profile shown on the left do not bracket any cavities, while the boreholes used to measure the profile shown on the right bracket a cavity located at around 19 or 20 m below the surface. This cavity has a width and height of between one and two meters and is significantly extended in the direction orthogonal to the line between the two boreholes. It can be seen that in the right-hand profile, the signal arrives earlier at the depth of the cavity, illustrating how traveltime may be used for cavity detection. Unfortunately, in both profiles the signal also arrives early at around 13 m below the surface, as the stratum at that depth allows the wave to propagate anomalously quickly. Even worse, the signal arrives early at around 19 m below the surface in the left-hand profile as well, showing that another anomalous stratum exists at or adjacent to the depth of the cavity itself. One would be unable to detect the cavity (with a reasonable probability of false alarm) from the right-hand profile alone, and even when using a pair of adjacent profiles it is difficult to detect the cavity without prior knowledge. The difficulty of detecting the cavity using traveltime alone increases with the distance between the transmitter and receiver boreholes; in this case the boreholes are separated by seven meters. When the boreholes were further apart than this we were unable to detect the cavity using traveltime even when comparing profiles taken using adjacent pairs of boreholes (though when the boreholes were only 3.5 m apart we found it quite easy to detect cavities using only traveltime from even only a single profile).
Similarly to [30], we will apply the STFT to the signal measured at each depth in these two profiles. Rather than examining the traveltime of each component of the signal, as did [30], we will examine the difference in traveltime between two components of the signal. Here we will define the traveltime of each component of the signal to be the time at which five percent of its total energy has arrived at the receiver. While [30] examined not the traveltime as we have defined it but rather the time of the first peak, we have found that in our signals the time of the first peak is unacceptably noisy. The results of plotting the differences in traveltime of the components of the signals centered at 40 MHz and the components of the signals centered at 80 MHz for these two profiles are shown in Figure 7.
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**Figure 6.** Two real measured ZOP profiles taken from adjacent pairs of boreholes at the same test site characterized by stratified sedimentary rock. In each profile, the transmitter and receiver boreholes were seven meters apart. The signals measured at each depth were normalized to have unit energy. The boreholes used to measure the profile shown on the left do not bracket any cavities, while the boreholes used to measure the profile shown on the right bracket a cavity located at around 19 or 20 m below the surface. The signals were cropped in order to better show the most relevant portions.
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**Figure 7.** The difference in traveltime between the component of the signal centered at 40 MHz and the component of the signal centered at 80 MHz, drawn for every depth of the two real measured profiles shown in Figure 6.

If the results shown in Figure 7 are representative (and it appears that they are), then it would appear that cavities can be detected by searching for depths at which the signal experiences anomalous dispersion. Such an approach does indeed seem to be effective.
However, since we can use (4) to model the dispersion induced by a cavity, we expect that, as was found by [31], searching for observations which match those predicted by our model will improve the efficacy of our method. This motivates us to adopt a hypothesis-testing approach to cavity detection based on the dispersion of the received signal. This approach is presented in the next section.

4. The Cavity-Detection Method

We assume that in each profile there are exactly zero or one cavities and treat the problem as a hypothesis-testing problem. Let $\tau(\omega, d)$ be the phase, at frequency $\omega$, of the signal received at depth $d$, and let $\bar{\tau}(\omega, d)$ be the value that $\tau(\omega, d)$ is expected to take on should a cavity not exist. At each depth $d$, the measured quantity $\tau(\omega, d)$ should conform to one of two hypotheses:

$$H_0 : \tau(\omega, d) - \tau(\omega_{ref}, d) = \tau(\omega, d) - \tau(\omega_{ref}, d) + n(\omega, d)$$

$$H_1 : \tau(\omega, d) - \tau(\omega_{ref}, d) = \tau(\omega, d) - \tau(\omega_{ref}, d) + GD_{cav}(\omega) - GD_{cav}(\omega_{ref}) + n(\omega, d)$$

where $\omega_{ref}$ is an arbitrary reference frequency and $n(\omega, d)$ denotes the noise at frequency $\omega$ at depth $d$. Note that the factor of $e^{-j\omega\frac{1}{v_{const}}}$ on the left-hand side of (3) may be ignored as

$$-\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \arg \left( e^{-j\omega\frac{1}{v_{const}}} \right) = -\frac{1}{v_{const}}$$

is constant for all frequencies.

We now make four additional assumptions:

- The width $a_1$ of the suspected cavity is at least approximately known.
- If a cavity is present, then the wave impinges upon the cavity at approximately normal incidence (or more generally, the angle of incidence is at least approximately known).
- The noise $n(\omega, d)$ is normally distributed at each $\omega$ and identically distributed for all $d$.
- The noise at each frequency is independent (the naïve assumption).

The first two assumptions hold in practice. Since the noise is likely mostly due to inhomogeneities in the soil and the failure of the assumptions upon which we built our model, the Central Limit Theorem justifies assuming that the sum of these many disparate sources of error is normally distributed. The normal distribution is also “well-behaved” in the sense that the probability of an observation decreases monotonically with its distance from the mean, so even if the third assumption is less valid we expect that it will not harm our results overmuch.

The final assumption is not at all valid. We would prefer to estimate the full covariance matrix of the noise among the many different frequencies. Since we deal with many frequencies, estimating the covariance or using it to compute probabilities would require inverting large matrices; this is unfortunately computationally intractable. In machine learning and related fields, a similar assumption of the independence of features has been used to deal with similar problems of computational intractability, most notably in the Naïve Bayes algorithms. This assumption is often known as the naïve assumption. Though these algorithms often compute correct classifications, they are often wildly overconfident in their predictions, as they may take each of a large number of correlated features as an independent confirmation of a certain classification. As we make use of a similar naïve assumption, we would expect that the likelihood ratios our method returns will be similarly overconfident; we still hope that our method will return a large value of the likelihood ratio only at the depths at which a cavity exists.

We cannot calculate the likelihood of $H_1$ without knowing $r_{as}$ (in order to calculate the $GD_{cav}(\omega)$ term), and we cannot calculate the likelihood of either hypothesis without knowing $\tau(\omega, d)$ or the variance of $n(\omega, d)$. We will deal with the former problem by simply computing the maximum of the likelihood of $H_1$ over $r_{as}$, and we will deal with the latter
problem by estimating both $\tau(\omega)$ and the variance of $n(\omega)$ in a manner reminiscent of cell-averaging Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) radar.

We slide a small window over all depths in our profile over which we wish to search for a cavity. We measure $\tau(\omega,d)$ at each depth in this window, and take the mean value of $\tau(\omega,d)$ over all depths $d$ in the window to be the measurement of the depth of the center of the window. This value is comparable to the value measured at the cell under test (CUT) in CFAR radar.

We will ignore all depths which are within a certain guard distance of the window, just as CFAR radar commonly ignore measurements from the guard cells. We designate all depths further than the guard distance from the window as the training depths. For each depth $d$ in the training depths, we measure $\tau(\omega,d)$. The mean value of this quantity over $d$ is taken to be our estimate of $\tau(\omega)$. We also compute the sample variance of the measurements in the training depths at each frequency as our estimate of the variance of $n(\omega)$. We can now compute, for each depth at which the window was centered, the likelihood of $H_0$ and the maximum likelihood of $H_1$ over $r_{\text{ad}}$; we can then compute the likelihood ratio of the two hypotheses (in practice we compute the difference of the log-likelihoods).

As seen in Section 2, our model unsurprisingly fails when applied to a portion of the spectrum where the signal has little energy. By default, we examine every $\omega$ sampled by the FFT of the received signal only in the portion of the spectrum where all received signals have appreciable energy. As our signals are generally short, closely-spaced $\omega$ will tend to be highly correlated, so we expect that due to the naïve assumption the scale of our results will not be comparable when applied to signals of differing lengths (and the results will similarly certainly not be comparable when applied to signals with different spectra).

A pseudocode description of this method appears in Appendix A.

5. Evaluation and Results

To evaluate the performance of our cavity-detection method, we first used GPRmax to simulate cross-borehole GPR measurements across homogenous soil with a relative permittivity of 10 and conductivity of 0.002 S/m, which are the parameters given by [35] for “Dry, sandy, coastal land”. A cavity (containing only free space) with a width of one meter, significantly extended in length (perpendicular to the line connecting the two boreholes), was placed between the depths of 3.85 and 5.5 m below the surface. The transmitter and receiver were separated by six meters. ZOP measurements were simulated every 0.25 m up to a depth of 10 m. The source waveform was a derivative of the Gaussian function with a center frequency of 30 MHz. The simulated profile is shown in Figure 8, and the results of applying our method to these simulated measurements are shown in Figure 9.

Though our method clearly succeeded in detecting the simulated cavity, the homogenous soil was unrealistically simple. Indeed, it can be seen from Figure 8 that the cavity in this case could have been detected just as easily using traveltime-based methods. In an attempt to more accurately model real-world soils, and in particular to model the stratified soils which often challenge traveltime-based methods, we modeled the stratification of soil as a Brownian process and simulated six pairs of profiles, where each profile in the pair is over identical soil other than a cavity which exists in one of the profiles. An example of such a pair of profiles is shown in Figure 10, and the full details of these simulations are given in Appendix B. Note that the faint hyperbolic reflection visible in Figure 8 is not visible in more realistic simulated measurements such as those shown in Figure 10 or in real measurements such as those shown in Figure 6. For this reason, we do not attempt to use this hyperbolic reflection as a feature for cavity detection.
Figure 8. The profile taken over simulated homogenous soil as described in the text. The signals were cropped to show only the most relevant portions.

Figure 9. The results of applying our method to the simulated profile shown in Figure 8. We examined the frequency range of 16–80 MHz, used a window size of four depths (one meter), and used a guard distance of two depths (0.5 m). The cavity was assumed to have a width of one meter.

The results of applying our method to these simulated profiles are shown in Figure 11. In each case in which a cavity exists, it is located at the depth of the large peak in the likelihood-ratio curve. Furthermore, we see that there are no large values of the likelihood ratio at depths at which a cavity does not exist. It seems that our method is successful at detecting cavities even in this more challenging case.

Finally, we verify the efficacy of our method on several real ZOP measurements taken at a test site characterized by layered sedimentary rock (chert, chalk, limestone, and dolomite). Two profiles typical of the site were shown in Figure 6 and were discussed in Section 3. Eight profiles were taken using pairs of boreholes which did not bracket any cavities, and three profiles were taken using pairs of boreholes which bracketed the same cavity. This single cavity has a cross-section of approximately one square meter.
and is located at around 19 or 20 m below the surface. Each profile was taken with seven meters between the boreholes. The spectrum of the received signal is centered at around 30–40 MHz depending on the depth. The results of applying our method to these measurements are shown in Figure 12. We see that our method successfully detects the cavity when and only when it exists.

**Figure 10.** A representative pair of profiles taken over the simulated stratified soils described in Appendix B. The two profiles were taken over soil which was simulated identically other than the cavity which exists at around four meters below the surface in the profile on the right. The profiles showcased in this figure were used to draw the pair of likelihood-ratio curves shown in the top right-hand corner of Figure 11. The strange behaviour of the signal at the shallowest and deepest depths appears to be the result of numerical artifacts and should have been ignored by our method due to its CFAR-style nature. The signals were cropped to show only the most relevant portions.

**Figure 11.** The results of applying our method to simulated stratified soils. In each case, the cavity is located approximately at the depth of the peak of the solid blue likelihood-ratio curve. We examined the frequency range of 10–55 MHz, used a window size of two depths (0.48 m), and used a guard distance of 8 depths (1.92 m). The cavities were assumed to have a width of 1.5 m.
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Figure 12. The results of applying our method to real measurements. The cavity, when it exists, is located around 19 or 20 m below the surface. We examined the frequency range of 36–52 MHz, used a window size of one depth (0.25 m), and used a guard distance of 6 depths (1.5 m). The cavity was assumed to have a width of 1.5 m.

6. Discussion

In this article we deal with the group dispersion, not the traveltime, of the received signal. To this end, we examine the group delay of the received signal at many frequencies relative to the group delay at some reference frequency. It would be trivial to extend our method to work with the absolute group delay. We could, for example, rewrite our two hypotheses as follows:

\[ H_0 : \tau(\omega, d) = \bar{\tau}(\omega, d) + n(\omega, d) \]
\[ H_1 : \tau(\omega, d) = \bar{\tau}(\omega, d) + GD_{cav}(\omega) - \frac{d_1}{v_{const}} + n(\omega, d). \]

We could then modify our method to perform hypothesis testing with these refined hypotheses. However, were we to do so we would almost certainly recover results that would be almost indistinguishable from those of conventional traveltime-based methods, as the difference in traveltime would almost always be of greater magnitude than the induced dispersion. What is worse, this method would almost certainly fail when conventional traveltime-based methods fail, such as in cases where there exist strata through which the wave propagates anomalously quickly or slowly—the exact cases on which our method was designed to excel. In particular, we see from Figures 6 and 10 that traveltime-based methods will have difficulty distinguishing the effects of propagating through the true cavity from the effects of propagating through the anomalous strata. This will remain true no matter whether one measures the time of the first peak, as do [4], the time of the maximum of a matched filter, the results of various super-resolution methods, such as those suggested by [36], or the results of any type of manual picking.

Having made the decision to consider only the relative, but not absolute, group delay, it would seem that the results of our method could be combined with the results of conventional traveltime-based methods to yield a more robust cavity-detection solution, as the results of the two methods would be based upon features that are almost entirely independent.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the received signals in our real measurements exhibit greater traveltime at the deepest depths of the profiles. The centroid frequency of the
signals’ spectra also drops by around 2–3 MHz at these depths, and the received energy falls by around 20 dB (though it is possible that, as was found by [8], this measurement of the received energy is noisy). All of these observations are compatible with an increase in the distance between the boreholes. Though we cannot reject the possibility that these effects are simply the results of the properties of the soil at these deepest depths, we conjecture that these effects are at least partially the result of borehole drift.

We would expect group dispersion to be almost unaffected by small perturbations in the distance between the boreholes. A small perturbation in \( d \) would affect only the factor of \( e^{-\gamma(d-a_1)} \) in (1), where \( \gamma = \alpha + j\beta \), the attenuation constant \( \alpha \) is real, the phase constant \( \beta = \omega \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\epsilon} (\sqrt{1 + \frac{\sigma^2}{\omega^2\epsilon}} + 1)} \) and \( \mu \) is the permeability, \( \epsilon \) the permittivity, and \( \sigma \) the conductivity of the soil. Since

\[
GD_{\text{soil}}(\omega) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \arg \left( e^{-\gamma(d-a_1)} \right)
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \beta(d-a_1)
= \frac{\mu(2\epsilon\omega(\sqrt{\epsilon^2\omega^2 + \sigma^2} + \epsilon\omega) + \sigma^2)}{2\sqrt{2}\sqrt{\mu\omega(\epsilon^2\omega^2 + \sigma^2)(\sqrt{\epsilon^2\omega^2 + \sigma^2} + \epsilon\omega)}}(d-a_1)
\]  

we see that perturbations in \( d \) would indeed affect the dispersion, but that for plausible values of \( \omega \), \( \epsilon \), \( \mu \), and \( \sigma \) the change in dispersion would be negligible. Figure 13 plots the group delay per meter soil for \( \mu_r = 1, \epsilon_r = 10 \), and \( \sigma = 0.002 \) S/m, which are the same dielectric parameters used in the simulation which generated Figure 8. We see that other than for extremely low frequencies (whose use in GPR is unrealistic), the effect of small perturbations in \( d \) on the group dispersion is negligible. Note that for simplicity we have neglected in (5) the frequency-dependence of the dielectric parameters.

![Figure 13](image-url)

**Figure 13.** The group delay per meter soil for \( \mu_r = 1, \epsilon_r = 10 \), and \( \sigma = 0.002 \) S/m. The two plots are the same; the right plot better shows the lowest frequencies.

Indeed, we see from Figure 12 that we do not find anomalous results at the deepest depths of the test site. To further demonstrate that our method is robust to the effects of borehole drift, we twice resimulated the measurements used to generate Figure 8 after adding borehole drift. In both cases the boreholes’ horizontal position deviated from the vertical axis according to a Gaussian function with parameter \( \sigma = 0.25 \) m and centered at 9.25 m below the surface. In one simulation, the vertical axes of the boreholes were
initially separated by six meters, but the boreholes drew closer together such that at 9.25 m below the surface, the boreholes were separated by only approximately 5.2 m. In the other simulation, the boreholes were initially separated by only 5.2 m, but their horizontal positions diverged such that at 9.25 m below the surface, the boreholes were separated by approximately six meters. The measurements from each of the simulations are shown in Figure 14, and the results of our method on these simulations are shown in Figure 15.

In the left-hand profile of Figure 14, two traveltime minima can be seen. One is caused by the presence of the cavity, and the other is caused by borehole drift. Without prior knowledge it would be difficult to conclude, based on traveltime alone, that the upper minimum is caused by a cavity and the lower minimum is not. Yet as can be seen from the left-hand plot of Figure 15, our method correctly detects the cavity and is almost unaffected by the borehole drift. Similarly, we see from the right-hand plot of Figure 15 that our method succeeds in detecting the cavity from the right-hand profile in Figure 14 and is almost unaffected by the borehole drift. We conclude that our method, unlike every other method of which we are aware, is robust with respect to borehole drift.

![Figure 14](image)

Figure 14. The profiles of the two simulations described in the text. In each case, the soil was homogenous soil with a relative permittivity of 10 and conductivity of 0.002 S/m. Measurements were simulated every 0.25 m. A cavity having a width of one meter exists between the depths of 3.85 and 5.5 m below the surface, and the borehole drift was most extreme at 9.25 m below the surface. The boreholes simulated in the left-hand profile converge, while the boreholes simulated in the right-hand profile diverge. The signals were cropped to show only the most relevant portions.
7. Conclusions

We modeled the propagation of a GPR signal through soil which does or does not contain a cavity as one of two filters. It was found that the two filters would induce different group dispersion in the GPR signal. We presented a method to perform hypothesis testing based on the observed group dispersion, and this method was shown to be successful on both simulated and real GPR measurements. Furthermore, this method was shown to be successful even in scenarios where conventional cavity-detection methods fail, such as in the presence of anomalous strata, and it was shown that this method, in contrast to conventional methods, is robust with respect to borehole drift.

The group dispersion considered seems to be relatively independent of other features commonly used for cavity detection, such as traveltimes or received energy. It therefore seems likely that the method presented here could be combined with existing methods for a more robust cavity-detection solution. We leave the problem of how best to do this for future research.

We have here considered only the detection of cavities using ZOP measurements. It seems likely that group dispersion would also be an effective feature for localizing the cavity horizontally or for performing tomographic inversions on MOG measurements. As we have seen, the group dispersion is influenced by the relative positions of the walls of the cavity. It is therefore in some sense a nonlocal property, so conventional tomographic inversion algorithms based on integrating some local property of the medium (generally slowness or opacity) over the path of a ray would be difficult to adapt to work with group dispersion. We believe that using the group dispersion for tomographic inversions will prove to be a fruitful direction for future research.
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Appendix A. A Pseudocode Description of the Cavity-Detection Method

A pseudocode description of the method described in Section 4 is shown as Algorithm A1.

Algorithm A1 CFAR-style algorithm for performing Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing based on the observed group dispersion.

1. Let \( V \) be the set of all depths from some minimum depth to some maximum depth;
2. Let \( N \) be the set of all reasonable refractive indices for the soil;
3. Slide a window over all depths in \( V \);
4. Let \( W \) be the set of all depths in the window;
5. Let \( T \) be the set of depths \( d \in V \) s.t. \( \min_{s \in W} |d - s| > \text{guard distance} \);
6. \( \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega) := \frac{1}{|T|} \sum_{d \in T} \frac{-\partial \phi(\omega,d)}{\partial \omega} \); \( \mu_{\text{test}}(\omega) := \frac{1}{|W|} \sum_{d \in W} \frac{-\partial \phi(\omega,d)}{\partial \omega} \);
7. \( \sigma_{\text{train}}(\omega) := \sqrt{\frac{1}{|T| - 1} \sum_{d \in T} \left( -\frac{\partial \phi(\omega,d)}{\partial \omega} - \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega) \right)^2} \);
8. \( \mu_{\text{test}}(\omega) := \frac{1}{|W|} \sum_{d \in W} \frac{-\partial \phi(\omega,d)}{\partial \omega} \);
9. \( \log(L_0) = \sum_{\omega} \log(N(\mu_{\text{test}}(\omega) - \mu_{\text{test}}(\omega_{\text{ref}}), \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega) - \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega_{\text{ref}}), \sigma_{\text{train}}(\omega))) \);
10. \( \log(L_1) = \max_{\omega \in W} \sum_{\omega} \log(N(\mu_{\text{test}}(\omega) - \mu_{\text{test}}(\omega_{\text{ref}}), \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega) - \mu_{\text{train}}(\omega_{\text{ref}}) + GD_{\text{cav}}(\omega) - GD_{\text{cav}}(\omega_{\text{ref}}), \sigma_{\text{train}}(\omega))) \);
11. \( \text{score} = \log(L_1) - \log(L_0) \);
12. end

Here we take \( N(x, \mu, \sigma) \) to be the PDF of the Gaussian distribution with mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \), evaluated at \( x \). Note that the maximum is taken over all \( n \in N \) in line 10 because the Fresnel coefficients used to calculate \( GD_{\text{cav}}(\omega) \) are functions of the refractive index \( n \) of the soil.

Appendix B. The Simulated Stratified Soil

Early on in our research, it became apparent that the results of our cavity-detection methods on simulated soils did not reflect their results on real measurements. While this was unsurprising for naive homogeneous soils such as that used to generate Figure 8, it remained true even for simulated soils based on a fractal mixing model. Much of the difficulty of the cavity-detection problem seems to be influenced by the stratified nature of many real soils. To that end, we elected to explicitly model stratification as a Brownian process.

The parameters for the Brownian process are based off of Table 1 in [37]. The relevant portion of Table 1 consists of the percentages of medium sand, fine sand, very fine sand, coarse-medium silt, and “fine silt + clay.” The measurements were taken at irregularly-spaced depths at various locations. While [37] do not explain why they chose to measure at the depths they recorded, we assume that they recorded the measurements whenever the properties of the soil changed. We therefore take the height of a stratum to be the difference between successive depths measured at a single site. The implementation of the fractal Peplinski model of [38] in GPRmax takes only “sand fraction” and “clay fraction” (with the silt fraction presumably being the remainder of the soil); since GPRmax does
not distinguish between the different gradations of sand we take the “sand fraction” to be
the sum of the medium, fine, and very fine sand percentages (divided by one hundred).
We similarly take the clay fraction to be the “fine silt + clay” percentage (divided by one hundred)—that is, we identify “fine silt + clay” as being entirely clay. Statistics for these
parameters are summarized in Table A1. The statistics for the depths of the strata and the
change in composition between adjacent strata were determined using 44 measurements,
while the mean sand and clay percentages were determined using 58 measurements.

Table A1. Summary of the statistics used to simulate soils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Height of Stratum (m)</td>
<td>1.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance of Height of Stratum (m²)</td>
<td>1.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Squared Change in Sand Percentage Between Adjacent Strata</td>
<td>34.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Squared Change in Clay Percentage Between Adjacent Strata</td>
<td>14.7313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Sand Percentage</td>
<td>89.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Clay Percentage</td>
<td>8.274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Peplinski model in GPRmax also takes as parameters the bulk density of the
soil, the density of sand particles of the soil, and the range of water volumetric fraction.
To estimate these quantities, we used Table 4 in [39]. For a (solid volume) ratio of “fine
sand” to “silty clay,” Table 4 in [39] gives the “mean particle density”; we identify “fine
sand” with the sand fraction we determined above, “silty clay” with the clay fraction
we determined above, and “mean particle density” to be the density of sand particles in
GPRmax’s implementation of the Peplinski model. Additionally, Table 4 in [39] gives a
minimum and maximum bulk density for a given ratio of fine sand to silty clay and percent
“water content” at these bulk densities; we assume that percent “water content” refers to
the water volumetric fraction (multiplied by 100).

Finally, we assumed that each stratum is a fractal with a fractal dimension of 1.5,
equally weighted in all directions, with 50 different materials (that is, it is made up of
50 fractally-distributed soils, where the difference between the soils is the volumetric
water content).

To simulate a profile, we first drew random heights distributed as \( N(1.694, 1.531) \)
until the total height met or exceeded the height of the simulation (11 m). These were
the heights for each stratum (other than the final height, which may have been clipped).
Note that these heights were all drawn from the same distribution.

For each stratum, we drew a random value for the sand and clay percentages from inde-
pendent normal distributions with variances of 34.808 and 14.7313, respectively. The means
for each distribution were the values of the sand and clay percentages from the preceding
stratum; in the case of the first stratum the means were 89.564 and 8.274, respectively.
The values were clipped to prevent either of them from becoming less than zero or their
sum from exceeding 100.

Once the sand and clay fractions had been determined, we found the row in Table 4
in [39] whose sand-to-clay ratio is closest to the ratio drawn for a given stratum. The bulk
density for the stratum was drawn from a uniform distribution between the minimum and
maximum bulk densities given for that ratio of sand to clay. The range of water volumetric
fractions for the stratum was taken to be the water fraction given in Table 4 in [39] for
minimum bulk density to the water fraction given for maximum bulk density.

We took measurements every 0.24 m in depth, where the transmitter and receiver were
separated horizontally by six meters. The transmitter was a Hertzian dipole, and the voltage
across it was a derivative of a Gaussian waveform centered at 30 MHz. After simulating
each scenario without a cavity, we simulated measurements in identical soil but with a
cavity (containing only free space) added. The cavity’s position was drawn uniformly such
that it began at a depth of between 3 to 6 m below the surface and began 1.5 to 3 m from
the transmitter. The cavity’s width and height were drawn uniformly and independently to be between one and two meters.
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